
6.1 (Eulerian graphs) Lecture 15

Last week:

‚ Measuring connectivity:

˝ Edge-cuts

˝ Vertex- and edge-connectivity

‚ Menger’s theorem.

This week:

‚ Eulerian graphs

‚ Hamiltonian graphs
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Recall: A multigraph might have multiple edges between any pair of vertices. Loops are not allowed.

‚ The degree of a vertex v in a multigraph G is the number of edges incident to v.

‚ A walk in a multigraph G is a collection

pv0, e1, v1, e2, . . . , vk´1, ek, vkq

where v0, v1, . . . , vk are vertices, e1, . . . , ek are edges and the endpoints of ei are vi´1 and vi.

‚ The length of such walk is k, the number of edges.

‚ A trail in G is a walk that traverses each edge at most once.

‚ A circuit is a trail where the first and last vertex are equal.

‚ A trail with distinct endpoints is called open.

Example.
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Vo =Y

·U degr=2 (only one neighbor), degw =5

/ (V, e,w,ex,x) F(V, es,w,ex,x)
o a O IV, e, w, e2, X, e4iw, e3,v) circuit

veswe IV, e,w,exx,ez,w) Open Trail
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Definition. Let G be a multigraph.

‚ An Eulerian circuit is a circuit in G that traverses each edge exactly once and uses all vertices.

‚ An Eulerian trail is an open trail in G that traverses each edge exactly once and uses all vertices.

‚ A graph is called Eulerian if it contains an Eulerian circuit.

Example (Seven bridges of Königsberg).

Question: Is the previous multigraph Eulerian? More generally, when is a multigraph Eulerian?

Idea: If Eulerian, every time we arrive at a vertex with an edge, we leave it with the next edge.

Thus every vertex should have even degree.
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Lemma. Let G be a multigraph, and let

T “ pv0, e1, v1, e2, . . . , vk´1, ek, vkq

be a trail in G. Fix v any vertex in T .

(1) If T is a circuit (i.e. v0 “ vk), then T contains an even number of edges incident to v.

(2) If T is open and v ‰ v0, vm, then T contains an even number of edges incident to v.

(3) If T is open and v “ v0, vm, then T contains an odd number of edges incident to v.
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Rof:Fix v. Let Tv=dedges inincident to v4
Iv =4ei: 1EEK, V=VE ↓ edges going into v

1

Ou=(ei: iE, v =v-4edgesgoing outof v
Then Tv =Iv4 Or (T doesn'trepeat vertices, loops notallowed

Hence ITu)=lrl HOul



Consider f: ECT) ->EIT), f(ei) =eit (interpreter =en)

Note:f is bijective

f-:E(T) -ECt), f-(ej)
=ej - (interpret er

=ef)

2)If VFVo, Uk, Then F:Iv ->Or is a bijection

(There's no wraparound), Thus (Irl=1Orl
Then I Tul=/ Irl+Or1=21 Irl even! ↳
1) Case 1.1: VEV, Iuse the previous argument
Case 1.2: V =V=k

F:Iv->On is bijective, since exeIr andflex)=en Or

Then again ITul=21Irl
even.

↓,e,V)
3) Vo IVK
3.1) v =Vx. Here exeIv, but flex) =e,kOr



So F:Iv -> Oruhe). Thus (Iv=10v1+1
Then ITrl=/Ir1+10r1 =210r1+1 odd

3.2) V =v0. Here enfOr, butf(en)-ex kIv

F:IruherY-Or, lOr=lIrl+

Then ITrl=21 Irlte odd.

I
Consequence:in an Eulerian graph, all vertices have

even degree.

Konisberg is not Eulerian
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Lemma. Let G be a multigraph where all vertices have even degree. If v is a non-isolated vertex, then there is
a circuit in G using v and containing at least one edge.
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Proof:Let T =(V =Vo, e,4,2,
...., ex, K) be a maximum-length

Trail in G starting atv. (unorisolated => k =1)

Claim:K =Y, hence i is circuit.

Assume, for a contradiction, inAvo. By lemme(*) (3)
T has an odd number of edges incidentto k

Hence There is some ex+1 E(6) - ECT) incidentto U.
ifit denotes The other endpoint. Then

T =(V =v,e, ...,ex,V,extnk) contradicts
maximal

Thus v =Vo K
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Theorem (6.1). Let G be a multigraph. Then G is Eulerian if and only if G is connected and all vertices have
even degree.
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poof: =>) IfG contains an Eulerian circuit. The circuit

contains all vertices, thus 6isconnected.

The circuituses each edgeofs exactly once. Thus by

lemma (A) part(1), all vertices have even degree
=LeT C =(Vo, e, k, ...,ex,k) circuitof 6 of maximum length

(We have circuits by remma (X))
wis:C is Eukrian circuit: i.e.E(C) =E(6)
Assume E(C) FE(0). LeT 6 =6 - E(c)

-

Cam1:All vertices in 'have even degree



W -degg deg v-deg v even
C-

even even lemma () (1)

claim 2:There is some veeVCC) which is notisolated inG

·
Case:V(C) = V(6), clear, because E(6) -E(C) nonempty

· Casez:V(C) FV(0).

we have v(0) =v(C) x (r(0) ,v(c))
is

non-empty

But G connected. Thus There is some efeE(6) going

between V(C) and V0) V(C).

LeT vEdenote theendpoint ofexin VIC), not isolated

in 6' because ofef

By claims 1, 2, we can apply lemmale to r*inG'



To get a circuitc'in G' using VE

Wlog vE =vo
6- E(C)

so c
=(V* =wo, f, we, ...,fe, we=wo) in s

Now a followed by dis a circuitin C

longer than C, contradiction.

Hence ECC =ECO)
T
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Theorem (6.2). Let G be a multigraph. Then G has an Eulerian trail if and only if G is connected and has
exactly two odd-degree vertices.
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Exercise. When is Kn Eulerian? When is Ks,t Eulerian?

Exercise. When does K2,t contain an Eulerian trail?
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